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Abstract – In recent years, the study of transients of
induction motors for diagnosis purposes has gained strength in
order to overcome some inherent problems of the classical
diagnosis of such machines, which uses Fourier analysis of
steady-state quantities. Novel time-frequency techniques have
been applied to these transient quantities, in order to detect the
characteristic evolutions of fault-related harmonic components.
The detection of these patterns, which are usually specific for
each type of fault, enables reliable diagnostic of the
corresponding failures. In this context, most of the works
hitherto developed have been based on analysis of currents.
However, in some applications vibration measurements are also
available. The goal of this work is to validate the applicability of
this transient-based diagnosis framework to vibration
measurements. A specific time-frequency decomposition tool,
the Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution, is proposed. Experimental
results prove the ability of the approach to complement the
information obtained from the current analysis. This may be
very useful in applications in which the diagnosis via currents is
uncertain or in which vibration signals can be easily measured.
Index Terms – Fault diagnosis, frequency domain analysis,
induction motors, transient analysis, vibrations

I.

INTRODUCTION

T

he feeding and operation of induction motors make their
diagnosis through mechanical vibrations especially
suitable. Since flux density generates radial magnetic forces
between the stator and the rotor surfaces, and the latter, as it
rotates, also causes similar forces, any incipient failure can be
translated into an increase of the mechanical vibration levels.
Alterations in the air-gap length, for instance, change the
amplitude of the flux density and, hence, vibration levels are
modified. If this process is caused by dynamic eccentricity,
the minimum air-gap moves together with the rotor,
generating an unbalanced magnetic pull, which appears as a
component in the vibration spectrum at the same frequency fr
the rotor spins [1]. Since all machines have a certain level of
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dynamic eccentricity, due to manufacturing tolerances, this
component as well as its harmonics at frequencies n·fr, being
n and integer, are customary in the vibration spectrum.
In addition, stator and often rotor surfaces are not smooth,
but openings are built in order to facilitate the arrangement of
the primary and secondary windings. These slotted faces
cause flux density fluctuations in the air-gap, being prevalent
in a loaded machine the ones produced by the currents
circulating through the rotor bars [2], known as Principal Slot
Harmonics or PSH. Since their variation is proportional to
the number of rotor bars, their frequencies usually fall above
500 Hz. This frequency range is not often studied in vibration
diagnosis of induction motors, but rather in noise level
prediction during motor design [1].
Finally, the vibration spectrum of an induction motor also
features components at twice the line frequency and its
harmonics, produced by the rotation of the magnetic flux
wave. In this case, the amplitude of such components is
constant with load [1].
On these typical components, faults act in two ways.
Dynamic eccentricity and other mechanical related faults,
such as misaligned coupling, tend to increase the amplitude
of the rotating frequency component and/or its harmonics [1].
Static eccentricity will affect the twice supply line
component, whilst stator and broken bar faults will also affect
the rotating frequency harmonics [3].
In addition, on some kind of faults new components
appear. The negative sequence component of the magnetic
flux wave caused by a rotor broken bar produces a torque
ripple at frequency 2sf, which modulates the main harmonics
existing in the vibration spectrum. Such modulation is a clear
sign of the presence of this fault [4].
Although the sources of vibration act in such concise way,
the final response is complicated since other factors, as the
mode shape of the vibrations, defined by spatial order of
these waves, or mechanical resonances, contribute to the
variation of their amplitudes [5].
Therefore, for rotating machines, vibrations are usually
measured in places close to each bearing, in the three
directions: horizontal, vertical (for radial vibrations) and
axial. This information is useful since the vibration of the
rotating element is transmitted to the bearings. The effect is
more acute in ball bearings rather than in sleeve bearings.
Other vibration measurements could be taken in any other

point of interest for solving a specific problem [1].
The study of vibrations for the diagnosis of induction
machines has been widespread since the seminal work from
Cameron et Al. [2] for this method is non-invasive, and thus
easy to implement in the industry; it is linked to the sound
level and its components [5], and can detect some faults
before their effect is conclusive on current spectrum analysis,
such as incipient bearing defects [6] and broken bars in rotors
with a low interbar impedance [7].
Traditionally, vibration-based diagnosis has relied upon
the detection of characteristic frequency components in the
Fourier spectrum. This classical approach, however, may
imply some drawbacks, just as it happens with currents.
Among them, possible interference of frequency components
caused by other failures or even non-fault-related
phenomena, as well as inherent constraints of the Fourier
analysis (spectral leakage, smearing or the spectrogram,
picket fence effect, etc.) [8].
Thus, recently new methods based on the analysis of
transient quantities, mainly stator currents, have been
proposed. These approaches are based on the identification of
characteristic signatures or patterns caused by the transient
time-frequency evolutions of fault-related harmonics [8][10]. To this end, different time-frequency decomposition
(TFD) tools have been proposed: Undecimated Discrete
Wavelet Transform (UDWT) [11], Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) [8]-[9], [12]-[14], Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT) [10], [15]-[16], Hilbert Transform (HT)
[17], Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) [18]-[19], WignerVille (WVD) and Choi-Williams Distributions (CWD) [20][22] among others. These techniques have been proven valid
in the case of analysis of transient currents. However, their
application to other quantities is still pending, though a
similar idea might be extrapolated in those cases.
Thus, the main contribution of this work is to demonstrate
the viability of tracking characteristic fault-related
components in the time-frequency maps resulting from the
analysis of vibration signals captured during a transient. The
resulting characteristic time-frequency patterns are employed
to diagnose broken rotor bars in induction machines, a fact
that opens a path for a future extension of the methodology to
other faults. The Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution (ZAM) is
proposed as TFD tool. The reason is that it shows an
adequate reduction of interferences called cross-terms
between parallel evolving harmonics. In this paper, novel
considerations related to the relative influence of interbar
currents on the vibration time-frequency patterns are also
discussed and supported by experimental tests.
For these purposes, the paper is organized as follows:
Section II succinctly introduces the mathematical basis for
the fault related components generation. Section III briefly
explains the foundations of the ZAM. Section IV shows the
test bed and the modified rotors used for the experimental

validation. In Section V, the experimental results are shown,
and Section VI yields the conclusions reached.
II.

CALCULATION OF FAULT HARMONICS

The rotating field approach, which represents the spatial
distribution of the magnetic field in an induction motor as a
series of rotating spatial harmonics is of widespread use for
the calculation of vibration components [2, 23]. The method
establishes that the permeance value at the air-gap position θ
in an instant t,
, can be expressed as:

where S and R are the number of slots in the stator and the
rotor, respectively,
is the rotational speed, n1, n2 are
integers defining the multiples of the stator and rotor
harmonics and
is the peak specific permeance for the
harmonic of order n1, n2. This expression takes only into
account the effect of slotting (not considering saturation or
eccentricity).
When a rotor bar exists, its effect on the m.m.f. rotor
waves (3) can be decomposed in two components rotating in
opposite directions. The negative sequence component causes
a modulation at a frequency equal to twice the slip:

where p is the number of pole pairs, s is the slip,
is the
supply frequency in rad/s, n3-n7 are integers denoting the
different harmonic order and
is the peak
magnetomotive force for the harmonic of order n3, n4.
Adding the m.m.f. waves of the stator (2) and the rotor (3)
and multiplying the result by the permeance (1), an
expression of the air gap flux density is obtained. This flux
density varies both in space θ and time t. The contribution to
the time harmonics’ frequency is obtained evaluating the
intermodulation of the time dependent components in (1)-(3),
which yields:

for the stator and:

for the rotor, being f the supply frequency. These harmonics
can induce currents in the stator windings. In addition, the
flux density given by (4) causes radial force waves expressed
per unit area,
, as:

In addition, throughout such a direct startup, the currents
in the induction motor can be multiplied six times from the
usual levels for stationary full load operation, and the
frequency swept of the components may cross mechanical
resonant regions [4], enhancing the asymmetry effects and
facilitating detection.
Therefore, tracking of the transient evolutions of these
components, by using proper time-frequency decomposition
tools, such as the ZAM, can provide a valuable source of
information for the diagnosis of the failure.
III. THE ZHAO-ATLAS-MARKS DISTRIBUTION

where μ0 is the permeability of free space. Therefore, these
forces will also have a harmonic content which frequency is
[2]:

being ,
and
integers indicating the harmonic order;
that is, a rotor asymmetry causes a modulation of the rotor
slot harmonics, the most prominent of which, for
,
and
low in (7), are known as principal slot
harmonics (PSH). The effect of this modulation in the steady
state current spectrum has already been studied in [24].
During a direct line startup transient of a faulty motor, as
the slip s varies, the frequencies of the components given by
(7) will also evolve in a very characteristic way. At the
connection instant, (s=1) and for =1, their frequency will
differ 100 Hz from the PSH. As the rotor speed increases,
these rotor bar fault components will converge towards this
PSH to become its sidebands at 3 Hz during stationary
operation (s=0.03). Fig. 1 shows the theoretical evolution of
PSH+2, obtained for
(
) in (6), and its
sidebands for
in the same equation, during such
transient of an induction motor whose characteristics are
presented in the Appendix. In general, during a direct startup
several of these PSH can be detected.
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Fig. 1. Theoretical evolution of PSH+2 and its converging sidebands during
a direct startup.

The Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution (ZAM) is a type of
Cohen class distribution which yields a time-frequency
energy density whilst reducing the presence of interferences
called cross terms. It has been derived from the Wigner-Ville
distribution (WVD) that , for a given signal x(t) is defined by
(7), where x* denotes the conjugate of x. Hence, the Wigner
integral is the Fourier transform, with respect to the delay
variable τ, of x(t+τ/2) x*(t-τ/2), the instantaneous correlation.
It has Hermitian symmetry in τ remaining always real [25].

Among the advantages of the WVD is that it fulfills the
marginal conditions [24], thus total signal energy can be
computed in time or in frequency using the Plancherel
expression (9), where ║x(t)║2 and ║X(ω)║2 can be
interpreted as energy densities in time and frequency,
respectively.

However, the application of the WVD is affected when
applied to the analysis of multicomponent signals, due to the
appearance of artifacts between harmonics (cross terms). The
way of dealing with this drawback usually implies, firstly, to
compute the time-frequency distribution of the analytic signal
of the analyzed waveform; since the Fourier transform of an
analytic signal has no negative components, this procedure
removes their interaction with their symmetric positive ones.
Moreover, other filtering techniques are applied; one of them
consists in carry out these procedures on the ambiguity plane
using a tailored function called kernel, which yields different
time-frequency distributions with changing properties, such
as the Choi-Williams distribution and the Zhao-Atlas-Marks
distribution, whose kernel is:

where g(τ) is a given function and a a given parameter.
This yields the expression for the computation of the ZAM
[25]:

(11)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Rotor featuring a broken rotor bar: (a) at one end, (b) at both ends
(no interbar currents can flow).

However, all these modifications come at the expense of
computational time and resolution limitations or loss of
desirable properties. For the particular case of the ZAM, the
fulfilling of the marginals (9) depends on the selection of g(τ)
and a [25]. Nevertheless, the distribution can yield a good
indication of the harmonic structure of the signal.
For its computation and the representation of the results,
the TFTB Toolbox developed by CNRS (France) and Rice
University (USA) for MATLAB has been used in this work
[26].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed method has been validated experimentally
with a PC-based offline diagnosis system by testing two
commercial motors with the same characteristics (see
Appendix), one healthy and another one featuring a broken
bar. The defect was produced drilling a rotor bar in its
junction with the short circuit ring, firstly on one end, and
then also at the opposite side of the bar, in order to reduce
interbar currents (see Fig. 3). The induction motor is
mechanically coupled to a DC machine (Fig. 2) and tested at
full load. The total inertia of the group is estimated in 0.11
kg·m2.
The test equipment consists of two 100 mV/g shear
accelerometers mounted on magnetic bases and connected to
a NI USB-9234 module. Acceleration in the radial and axial
directions during the direct line startup transient are captured
at a rate of 10 kHz with a resolution of 24 bits.

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, firstly qualitative and quantitative results
are presented, followed by other analysis that complement
the information provided.
A. Time-Frequency Analysis
The ZAM transient-based technique was applied to
analyze vibration signals obtained by the accelerometers.
These vibration signals were captured from the startup
transients of the two machines under the three different
conditions: healthy, one broken bar drilled at one end and one
broken bar drilled at both ends; and were down sampled to
2.5 kHz before applying the analysis procedure. Fig. 4 shows
one of these signals in which it can be observed that the peak
vibration acceleration during the startup (0-7 seconds) is
much greater than at stationary level (7-8 seconds), almost
doubling it as the rotor crosses a resonant region between
4000 and 5200 milliseconds.
Fig. 5 presents the ZAM analysis for the healthy case.
This figure shows Principal Slot Harmonics (PSH’s),
obtained for
in (7), evolving towards their
corresponding stationary-state frequencies. The highest
amplitude corresponds to the PSH+2 (
), which from
100 Hz at startup reaches 1067 Hz at the end of the transient
(a1). The initial evolution of the PSH–2 is also shown
(
).
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Fig. 4. Waveform of the captured axial vibration acceleration for an
induction motor having one broken bar. The red arrows indicate the resonant
region between 4 and 5.2 sec.
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Nevertheless, Fig. 7 shows how the aforementioned
sidebands vanish in the ZAM time-frequency plot if the bar is
severed at both ends. The PSH–3 (
– ) also
strongly appears (c1) and in general the distribution is
noisier.
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Fig. 5. Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution of the startup vibration transient of a
healthy induction motor, high frequencies.

On the other hand, Fig. 6, shows the ZAM vibration
analysis for the case of a machine having one broken bar
severed at one end. In this case, converging sidebands (b2,
b3) around the PSH+2 (b1) appear. It can be observed that at
approximately half the startup transient interval (t=3.5 s),
they differ 50 Hz from the PSH they are approaching.
Therefore, it can be concluded that these traces are produced
by 2sf sidebands, thus this effect can be attributed to the
failure.
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Fig. 6. Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution of the startup vibration transient of an
induction motor with one broken bar, high frequencies. Sidebands converge
around three PSH.

In addition, the sidebands are also appreciated in the
evolution of the PSH–3 (b4) and the PSH–4 (b5), for
and –4, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Zhao-Atlas-Marks distribution of the startup vibration transient of an
induction motor with one broken bar severed at both ends.

B. Quantification parameter
Although time-frequency distributions offer wide
possibilities for quantifying the energy present in determined
harmonics of the signal, in this particular case, a
straightforward quantification parameter can be derived from
these results, comparing the energy present at high frequency
against the total energy of the waveform for the same time
limits.
For this purpose, following the indications obtained by the
time-frequency analysis, a time-frequency box is defined
having frequency limits of 700 Hz and 1.1 kHz and time
limits from the instant the PSH+2 harmonic reaches the lower
frequency limit up to 2.5 seconds later (Fig. 8). The energy at
those high frequencies and time range is obtained by means
of band pass filtering, using a FIR filter and normalizing it
with the total energy of the signal. The results of this ratio
for each case, clearly indicating the higher high
frequency harmonic content in the case of a bar breakage at
one end for that time range, are shown in Table I:
TABLE I
QUANTIFICATION RESULTS

State

γHF (%)

Healthy

22.3

Broken bar, 1 end

85.6

Broken bar, 2 ends

30.3

frequencies becomes, at least, promising.
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Fig. 8. Time-frequency box defined in order to establish a quantification
parameter for the case of the bar broken at one of its ends.

The study of the stationary vibration spectrum of all these
cases reveals the reduction of interbar currents when the bar
is severed at both ends (Fig. 9). According to [7], the
vibration harmonic in the axial direction having a frequency
of (6-6s)f is a good indicator of such currents, which appear
even in a healthy machine due to skewing. The harmonic
around 291 Hz suffers a reduction of almost one order of
magnitude when the bar is broken on both junctions to the
end rings (d1), compared to one end breakage (d2), reaching
half the value for the healthy state (d3). For comparison, the
300 Hz component, a 2f harmonic, differs much less (d4).
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Fig. 9. Spectrum of the axial vibration for the healthy motor (blue, solid),
the motor having a broken bar (red, dotted) and the motor having a broken
bar cut at both of its ends (green, dashed).
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Finally, an analysis by the Finite Element Method using
FLUX™ illustrates the tough conditions that happen during a
direct line startup with high inertia, which made possible this
novel diagnosis method. Fig. 10 shows the current
waveforms during the transient in a bar next to the broken
one (Bar 19) and in one opposite to that one (Bar 10) –which
is similar to that existing in all the bars of a healthy machine–
for the motor used in the tests.
The comparison between both cases shows that the
average RMS value of the current during the transient differs
between bars 35%, from 735.8 A to 994.2 A. During the
stationary operation, however, this difference is reduced to
18.5%.
As a summary, transient-based vibration analysis is
proven to be a reliable tool to diagnose rotor bar breakages,
taking advantage of the severe conditions the motor suffers
during this kind of operation. Moreover, its potential
extension to other failures such as mixed eccentricities,
bearing faults or other faults introducing slip-dependent
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Fig. 10. Currents in bars obtained by the Finite Element Method for the
tested machine during the startup: above (Bar 10), usual current in a bar;
below (Bar 19), current in a bar next to the broken one.

An issue to be considered when applying the methodology
is the startup length. A very short startup length may
complicate the identification of the qualitative fault
signatures rising in the time-frequency maps. Nonetheless,
this is not a crucial restriction for the industrial application of
this type of methodologies, since rotor bar breakages and

other failures are much more likely in large motors, starting
under high inertias. These large motors are usually the most
expensive and difficult to repair. Typically, direct startups in
those motors under the aforementioned conditions (large
inertias of the group motor-load) can perfectly last several
seconds.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes and proves, for the first time, the
validity of transient-based vibration analysis to diagnose
electromechanical failures in induction machines.
Following an analogue methodology to the recently
introduced transient-based current analysis approach, first,
the work theoretically studies and characterizes the transient
evolutions of the harmonics caused by broken bars, focusing
on those evolving around the PSH’s. Then, different vibration
signals are captured by using an experimental test bed.
Subsequent application of the proposed TFD tool, the ZhaoAtlas-Marks distribution, reveals that, during the startup
transient of a motor featuring a broken bar, axial vibration
PSH components show converging sidebands which reach
±2sf Hz at steady state. These evolutions constitute reliable
indicators of the failure.
In the work, influence of interbar currents are also studied,
revealing an attenuation of the time-frequency patterns if the
bar is severed at both ends and interbar currents are greatly
reduced, as it can be proved by the analysis of the vibration
spectrum during stationary operation.
Transient-based vibration analysis becomes a tool with
great future potentiality, especially in critical applications in
which vibration measurements are also available as well as in
applications in which current-based diagnostic is uncertain.
APPENDIX
Motor characteristics: Star connected, rated voltage (Un):
400V, rated power (Pn): 1.5 kW, 1 pole pairs, stator rated
current (I1n): 3.25 A rated speed (nn): 2860 rpm, number of
rotor bars: 20.
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